Objective To assess the long-term real-world benefit-risk profile of fingolimod in patients with relapsing MS in Germany.
Patients with MS require long-term treatment with diseasemodifying therapies (DMTs) that reduce disease activity. To achieve treatment goals and maximize treatment persistence, efficacy should be coupled with a low burden of therapy including an acceptable safety and tolerability profile and convenience. [1] [2] [3] DMTs are assessed in randomized controlled trials (RCTs) under experimental conditions and in selected populations to generate data for regulatory approval. However, RCTs can have limited validity because outcomes may not be generalizable to clinical practice. [4] [5] [6] Real-world studies complement RCTs by assessing DMTs in heterogeneous populations being treated and monitored in clinical practice 7 ; furthermore, they can assess outcomes over a longer period and in a larger population than RCTs to measure the treatment effectiveness duration and identify rare events. 1, 2 Fingolimod (Gilenya, Novartis Pharma AG, Basel, Switzerland) is approved in Europe for second-line use in patients with relapsing MS (RMS) or first-line use in patients with rapidly evolving severe RMS. 8 This eligible population differs from that in pivotal fingolimod phase 3 RCTs with respect to baseline comorbidities, concomitant medications, disease activity, and previous DMT experience. [9] [10] [11] A large, prospective, 5-year Post-Authorization Non-interventional German sAfety study of GilEnyA (PANGAEA) was initiated to generate real-world data, reassessing the effectiveness and safety of fingolimod in clinical practice. 8 A published interim analysis from PANGAEA highlighted the favorable benefit-risk profile of fingolimod over 12 months, which was consistent with the pivotal fingolimod RCTs. 12 Here, we used 36-month follow-up data from PANGAEA to evaluate the long-term benefit-risk profile of fingolimod.
Methods
Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents An ethics committee provided approval before study initiation and had jurisdiction over the medical director of the study. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants to document their data before inclusion in the study.
PANGAEA study design and patient selection PANGAEA is an ongoing, multicenter, prospective, noninterventional, observational long-term study. Further details about PANGAEA study design and methodology are provided in the study by Ziemssen et al. 12, 13 To date, PANGAEA has generated the largest real-world homogeneous data set of fingolimod-treated patients with MS. For inclusion in PAN-GAEA, patients were required to have a diagnosis of RMS, to have been prescribed fingolimod 0.5 mg by their physician as part of routine clinical practice, and to have provided written consent. 13 Patients were recruited from neurologic centers and practices across Germany between April 2011 and December 2013, with the observational period expected to continue until December 2018. 13 There were no exclusion criteria, except the contraindications in the European fingolimod summary of product characteristics (SmPC). 8 For inclusion in the present analyses, patients were required to have at least 12 months (±90 days) of follow-up data and to be receiving fingolimod at the end of each follow-up period being analyzed (±90 days). In addition, as part of the analysis of clinical outcomes (effectiveness analysis), patients enrolled in PANGAEA were required to have received fingolimod for the first time in PANGAEA. For safety outcomes (safety analysis), patients were included in the analysis irrespective of whether they received fingolimod for the first time in PAN-GAEA or in clinical trials before PANGAEA; this ensured that the largest number of patients were included.
Data collection and study outcomes
At PANGAEA enrollment, baseline characteristics were assessed by the treating neurologist during interviews or through medical examinations. During the 36-month followup period, outcomes were assessed at each visit (month 1 and every 3 months thereafter), and data were recorded in standardized electronic case report forms. Effectiveness outcomes investigated were therapy continuation rates, annualized relapse rates (ARRs), disability outcomes were measured using Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) scores, and proportion of patients free from both relapses and 6-month confirmed disability worsening. For safety outcomes, adverse events (AEs) and serious AEs (SAEs) were classified using the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities. The assessment criteria for AEs were not predefined; physicians were requested to report any undesirable event noted during the observation period. Definitions for effectiveness and safety outcomes have been provided in footnotes of the relevant tables and figures.
Effectiveness and safety outcomes were assessed during the 0-12-month (±90 days), 12-24-month (±90 days), 24-36-month (±90 days), and 0-36-month (±90 days) follow-up periods. Reasons for study discontinuation were assessed for the entire 36-month follow-up period.
Glossary AE = adverse event; ARR = annualized relapse rate; DMT = disease-modifying therapy; EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale; PANGAEA = Post-Authorization Non-interventional German sAfety study of GilEnyA; RCT = randomized controlled trial; RMS = relapsing MS; SAE = serious AE; SmPC = summary of product characteristic.
Statistical analyses
Data for categorical variables are presented as the number and proportion of cases in each category. For continuous variables, data are summarized using mean values, 95% CIs, SDs, and medians. For proportions of patients, 95% CIs were calculated using the exact (Clopper-Pearson) method. ARRs and associated 95% CIs were analyzed using a negative binomial distribution model and logarithm of the time on study as an offset variable. Data were included in the analysis up to the point of treatment discontinuation. If patient data were missing, or if patients were lost to follow-up, data were taken into consideration up to the point of discontinuation.
Data availability statement
Patient-level data underlying the findings of the present analysis are pseudoanonymized and are therefore not publicly available. This is in agreement with the consent forms signed by patients. The study protocol is published and freely available. 13 
Results

Study population and baseline characteristics
The effectiveness analysis was conducted in patients receiving fingolimod for the first time as part of PANGAEA, in which 3,317 patients were assigned a treatment group, 2,537 patients had at least 12 months of follow-up data, 1,997 patients had up to 24 months of follow-up data, and 1,518 patients had up to 36 months of follow-up data (figure e-1, links.lww.com/ NXI/A98). The safety analysis also included patients who had previously received fingolimod and encompassed 4,190 patients assigned to a treatment group, 3,266 with at least 12 months of follow-up data, 2,596 with up to 24 months of follow-up data, and 2,014 with up to 36 months of follow-up data (figure e-1).
Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics were similar between the effectiveness and safety analysis cohorts (table e-1, links.lww.com/NXI/A99). In particular, 94.7% of patients in the effectiveness analysis and 93.9% of patients in the safety analysis had received a previous DMT, with the majority in both cohorts having received interferons (47.6% of patients in the effectiveness analysis and 48.0% of patients in the safety analysis) or glatiramer acetate (23.5% of patients in the effectiveness analysis and 23.0% of patients in the safety analysis).
Effectiveness outcomes over 36-month followup period Effectiveness outcomes were analyzed in the population of patients who received fingolimod for the first time in PANGAEA.
In patients with assessable data, after 36 months of follow-up, 70.4% had continued therapy with fingolimod. The proportion of patients who continued therapy with fingolimod following each of the 12-month periods remained similar, being 88.7% during the 0-12-month period, 90.3% during the 12-24-month period, and 89.9% during the 24-36-month period.
After 36 months of fingolimod treatment, the ARR was reduced to 0.265 (95% CI: 0.244-0.286) compared with 1.79 (95% CI: 1.75-1.83) 12 in the 12-month period before PANGAEA enrollment (figure 1A), and 58.2% of patients (95% CI: 55.8-60.7) were free from relapses (figure 1B). When data were stratified into 12-month periods, the effect of fingolimod on the ARR that was observed after 12 months ( After 36 months of fingolimod treatment, 52.4% (95% CI: 49.9-54.9) of patients were free from relapses and 6-month confirmed disability worsening (figure 3). When stratified into 12-month periods, the proportion of patients free from relapses and 6-month confirmed disability worsening numerically increased over time, being 68.8% (95% CI: 67.0-70.6) in the 0-12-month period, 12 72.0% (95% CI: 70.0-74.0) in the 12-24-month period, and 76.1% (95% CI: 73.9-78.2; figure 3 ) in the 24-36-month period.
Safety outcomes during fingolimod treatment Safety outcomes were analyzed in the overall population of patients who received fingolimod in PANGAEA. This included patients who received fingolimod for the first time in PANGAEA and patients who received fingolimod in previous clinical trials. Data on reasons for premature study discontinuation were available for 1,436 patients. During the 36-month follow-up period, the most frequently reported reasons for study discontinuation were patient decision (27.8%) and AEs (24.6%; table 1).
During each 12-month period, the proportion of patients reporting AEs numerically decreased during the 36-month follow-up period, being reported by 23.4%, 20.9%, and 20.8% of patients during the 0-12-, 12-24-, and 24-36-month periods, respectively. The proportion of patients reporting SAEs remained stable during the 36-month follow-up period, being reported by 3.9%, 3.9%, and 3.6% of patients during the 0-12-, 12-24-, and 24-36-month periods, respectively.
The most commonly reported AEs of special interest during the 36-month follow-up period were hypertension, increased hepatic enzyme levels, and increased alanine aminotransferase levels, which were reported by 2.1%, 2.0%, and 0.7% of patients, respectively (table 2). The proportion of patients reporting hypertension numerically decreased from 2.2% (31 patients) during the 0-12-month period to 1.2% (11 patients) and 1.0% (7 patients) during the 12-24-and 24-36-month periods, respectively. The proportion of patients reporting other AEs of special interest remained stable during each 12-month follow-up period (table 2) .
Discussion
The population of patients who are eligible to receive DMTs in clinical practice can often differ from those who are enrolled in clinical trials with regard to disease activity, previous DMT experience, comorbidities, and concomitant medications. 4 Post-approval, real-world studies, such as PANGAEA, therefore provide an important opportunity to reassess the benefit-risk profile of DMTs in the population who receive treatment and are managed in accordance with routine clinical practice. 5, 13, 14 Using data collected from PANGAEA over a 36-month period, the present analysis demonstrates that fingolimod is associated with high treatment persistence and sustained clinical effectiveness, coupled with a manageable safety profile in patients with RMS. This analysis contributes to the growing body of evidence for fingolimod 0.5 mg by presenting its benefit-risk profile over a longer follow-up period than that of the core period of the pivotal RCTs (conducted over 12 or 24 months) [9] [10] [11] or in most other realworld studies. 15 The present analysis further complements data from the pivotal phase 3 RCTs by evaluating outcomes in patients who received fingolimod in accordance with the European fingolimod SmPC. [8] [9] [10] [11] As stated in the SmPC, fingolimod is mainly used as a second-line DMT unless patients have highly active disease, in which case fingolimod can be used as a first-line treatment. 8 Consistently, approximately 94% of patients in PANGAEA received previous DMTs before initiating fingolimod, whereas in the pivotal phase 3 RCTs, 24%-59% of patients received fingolimod first line. [9] [10] [11] This is despite patients entering PANGAEA having similar mean ages and disease durations, and more active disease at baseline than at enrollment into these RCTs. 12, 13 In line with previous observations, the majority of patients had received injectable DMTs (interferons and glatiramer acetate) before initiating fingolimod in PANGAEA.
To improve clinical outcomes and to achieve treatment goals, it is important that DMTs are associated with high levels of persistence. In the present study, in patients who received fingolimod for the first time, therapy continuation was high over the 36-month follow-up period. The therapy continuation rates in the present study were in line with, or higher than, those reported during the core phase of the pivotal fingolimod RCTs (68%-87%) 10, 11 or in real-world studies (73%-89%). 16, 17 Importantly, annual therapy continuation rates were similar in each 12-month period of follow-up, suggesting that patients who fare well on fingolimod in the first year are likely to continue receiving therapy. In the present study, over the 36-month followup period, the major reasons for fingolimod discontinuation were patient decision and AEs. This is consistent with reasons for discontinuation from other real-world studies of fingolimod.
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As part of PANGAEA, patients received fingolimod in accordance with its SmPC, and, therefore, results are likely to be generalizable to the population of patients receiving treatment in routine clinical practice. In the present analysis, ARRs continued to decrease in each year of fingolimod treatment and the proportion of patients remaining free from relapses increased. The effect of fingolimod on relapse outcomes was most pronounced after 24-36 months, which suggests that its benefits are sustained and may increase with duration of treatment. However, the accrual of effectiveness over time may also be attributed to responder bias, in which patients for whom fingolimod was effective would be most likely to continue receiving this treatment.
For disability outcomes, EDSS scores remained stable during the 36-month follow-up period, and only a small proportion of patients (<10%) experienced confirmed disability worsening during any 12-month follow-up period. In addition, improvements in EDSS scores were observed in an increasing proportion of patients in each 12-month follow-up period.
The long-term importance of preventing disability worsening is highlighted by a recent study, in which patients with confirmed disability worsening over 10 years had greater levels of neurodegeneration, as measured by serial MRI scans, than patients with stable levels of disability. 21 Neurodegeneration is linked to physical and cognitive disability, and slowing it has long-term prognostic benefits. 21 Increasingly, combined disease activity assessments are being used to monitor the overall effectiveness of DMTs, rather than measuring outcomes in isolation. 22 In the present analysis, patients were assessed based on to their freedom from clinical disease activity (relapses and disability). The proportion of patients free from both relapses and confirmed disability worsening increased in each 12-month follow-up period, and over the 36-month follow-up period, over half of patients were free from clinical disease activity. Importantly, as shown here and in a previously published interim analysis of data from PANGAEA, the effectiveness of fingolimod is apparent within 12 months of fingolimod initiation, which indicates that its sustained benefits take effect early. 12 This combined assessment does not take into account MRI measures of disease activity, which provide insight into the pathologic processes underlying clinical disease activity. An ongoing German study, PANGAEA 2.0, aims to assess treatment outcomes in accordance with clinical and MRI measures of disease activity. 23 Patients receiving fingolimod in routine clinical practice are likely to have comorbidities and be receiving concomitant medications, 12 which may predispose them to certain AEs during fingolimod treatment. Furthermore, some AEs may only be observed after an extended duration of treatment. [24] [25] [26] In the present analysis, safety data were systematically assessed. AEs were reported by up to 23.4% patients during any 12-month follow-up period. These overall rates of AEs were lower than those described in the core periods of the pivotal fingolimod phase 3 RCTs and in 2 recent real-world studies, in which AEs were reported by 35.4% 27 and 47.8% 28 of patients. SAEs were reported by up to 3.9% of patients during any 12-month follow-up period in the present analysis, which is consistent with that reported in the literature (2.9%). 27 The highest proportion of patients experienced AEs and SAEs in the 0-12-month period, suggesting that most events occurred early during fingolimod treatment. AEs of special interest that occurred with the highest frequency in each 12-month period and in the overall 36-month period were hypertension, increased hepatic enzyme levels, and increased alanine aminotransferase levels. The reported AEs of special interest are consistent with, but occur at a lower frequency than, those reported over 12 and 24 months in the pivotal fingolimod RCTs and in other real-world studies. [9] [10] [11] [27] [28] [29] A strength of this analysis is that it presents the largest realworld data set for a population of patients receiving fingolimod in accordance with its SmPC and being managed as part of routine clinical practice at neurologic centers across Germany. This study has now collected data systematically for a longer period than the core phase of the pivotal phase 3 RCTs and demonstrates the sustained favorable benefit-risk profile of fingolimod. A limitation of this analysis is that MRI data were not consistently collected during the study, and therefore, it is not possible to assess composite disease end points such as no evidence of disease activity. Furthermore, data collected reflect the use of fingolimod within a German population of patients with MS and may not be generalizable to other countries, particularly those in which the use of fingolimod is restricted or the treatment label is different. For example, in countries where fingolimod is mainly used as a first-line therapy, its observed effectiveness may differ from that in countries, such as Germany, where fingolimod is mainly used as a second-line therapy. In this study, it is not possible to determine whether patients have used DMTs as prescribed. The present study lacks a comparator arm, and safety data were not collected in a protocol-driven way, as would be the case for an RCT; however, the findings can be considered in the context of other real-world studies.
Owing to the chronic, incurable nature of MS, patients require lifelong treatment with DMTs. It is therefore important that Abbreviations: AE = adverse event; N (n) = number of patients; SAE = serious AE; SmPC = summary of product characteristics. An AE was defined as any unfavorable change in a patient's pretreatment condition regardless of a potential relationship to treatment and irrespective of whether medication was taken as indicated. SAEs were defined as lethal or life-threatening events, hospitalizations, events leading to major incapacity, persistent or significant disability or incapacity, congenital anomaly or birth defect, and events that were otherwise deemed to be medically significant (e.g., abnormal laboratory values or test results). At every visit, the treating neurologist documented the occurrence of AEs and SAEs. For each event, the type, time of first occurrence, duration, intensity, and causal relationship to the therapy were documented. a For patients enrolled in PANGAEA who had a confirmed absolute lymphocyte count below 0.2 × 10 9 /L after treatment with fingolimod, treatment was interrupted until recovery as per the SmPC for fingolimod.
patients are treated early with DMTs that have sustained effectiveness coupled with a manageable safety profile; this is likely to lead to high treatment persistence. Avoiding relapses and disability worsening is associated with improved healthrelated quality of life and reduced health care costs and resource use. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] Furthermore, sustained reductions in disease activity are likely to be associated with favorable clinical outcomes. 3 This study highlights the potential of fingolimod as a DMT for the long-term management of patients with RMS. 
